The following study presents a collocation extraction approach based on clustering technique. This study uses a combination of several classical measures which cover all aspects of a given corpus . It suggests separating bigrams found in the corpus in several disjoint groups according to the probability of presence of collocations. This will allow excluding groups where the presence of collocations is very unlikely and thus reducing in a meaningful way the search space .
INTRODUCTION
Collocation is an expression consisting of two or more words that occur more frequently than by chance. Collocations are important for natural language generation, computational lexicography, parsing, and corpus linguistic research [1] . Collocations include, among others:  Proper names: ‫يح"‬ ‫كرّ‬ ُ ‫انً‬ ‫ح‬ َّ ‫ك‬ َ ‫"ي‬ (Mecca)  Verbal expressions: ‫ىر"‬ ُّ ‫انُ‬ ‫ْصَر‬ ‫ت‬ َ ‫"أ‬ (He was born)  Terminologies: " ُ ‫َّالو‬ ‫انس‬ ‫ى‬ ُ ‫ْك‬ ٍ َ ‫َه‬ ‫ع‬ " (Peace be upon you). Frequently collocations are not fully compositional, an expression such as " ِ ٍٍ ِ ًَ ‫انٍ‬ ‫حَابُ‬ ‫"أصْ‬ (Pious) gives an additional meaning when comparing with separated words " ‫ابُ‬ ‫حَ‬ ‫"أصْ‬ (Those) and " ِ ٍٍ ِ ًَ ‫"انٍ‬ (on the right). Several techniques was developed to extracting collocations, however these statistically based measures was penalized by the use of large text samples. In this work we introduce a hybrid clustering based approach allowing to meaningfully reducing the search set.
II. CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES EXTRACTING
COLLOCATIONS In the following we will introduce some of the accurate approaches to finding collocations.
A. Hypothesis testing
Hypothesis testing is used to verify whether two words W 1 and W 2 occur due to association not just by chance. A null hypothesis of independence H 0 between W 1 and W 2 is introduced. All what is needed then is to test the probability of this hypothesis. This task will be ensured by the following statistical measures.
1) The t test:
The t test is used to compare means of two groups of a normal distribution. In collocations identification, the t test uses to evaluate the difference between the observed (experiment) and expected (given H 0 ) mean. If t is large enough then W 1 and W 2 are associated. The t test is given by:
Where X is the simple mean,
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S is the sample variance, N is the sample size, and µ is the mean distribution.
2) Likelihood ratio:
The likelihood ratio is another method for hypothesis testing. The particularity of this measure is its accuracy even with small text samples, thus it is appropriate for identifying occurrence of both common and rare phenomenon [2] . The likelihood ratio allows, being given two hypotheses, to test which one is most likely. In the case of collocations finding the two hypotheses H 1 
Where L is the likelihood function, assuming a binominal distribution L is given by:
Where n is the number of trials, r the number of successes, and p is the probability of success. We can write:
We use -2logλ instead of λ as it's asymptotically χ 2 distributed in the case of binominal distribution [2] . The log likelihood will then have this form:
Where p 1 = r 1 / n 1 , p 2 = r 2 / n 2 , and p = (r 1 +r 2 ) / (n 1 +n 2 )
B. Mutual information
Mutual information is another approach allowing identifying collocations. This measure is not based on hypothesis testing, it aims to compare the probability of observing W 1 . From this point we can consider all bigrams extracted from the corpus as being a set of points in a three-dimensional space where each measure represents a dimension and, the problem of collocations identification will be reduced to a clustering problem. More precisely, our work consists in removing the subsets which none of the measures indicates the presence of collocations. Work will be performed in two steps:
 Bigrams extraction and computing of the measures.  Clustering and exclusion of inappropriate subgroups. Notations used are summarized in the following:
1) Bigrams extraction and computing measures:
Being a basic operation, the extraction of bigrams is a delicate process that will directly affect the final result. It first starts by segmenting the corpus, step of identifying the basic units forming the corpus. This means identifying the separators used to isolate morphemes. This step is not exempt from ambiguity [5] . We also adopted a Stop List allowing omitting words you want to ignore because they can not form a collocation as:  Conditional particles ‫حٍثًا(‬ ‫كٍفًا,‬ ‫.)…يهًا,‬ Once the bigrams are identified, the next step is the computation, for each element, of the three measures mentioned previously. These values will be normalized for constraints of graphical representation. Figure 1 summarizes the algorithm. 
//Bigrams extraction and Measures computation 2. for all lexemes
l i, 1≤ i ≤ T-1 do 3. B j ={ l i , l i+1 / l i  SL  l i+1  SL} 4. end 5. for all bigrams B i do 6. E i ={N(Mutual_information(B i )),N(t_test(B i )), N(Likelihood_ratio(B i ))} 7. end
2) Clustering and exclusion of inappropriate subgroups:
To classify the bigrams we have chosen the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. Once this classification performed, we will browse all subgroups to identify which will have to be excluded. Each group is represented by its centroid. Any group with a centroid located beyond a threshold level will be retained, otherwise it will be excluded. The threshold adopted in our work is to have at least one measure that exceeds 30%. Figure 2 summarizes the algorithm. IV. EXPERIMENTS We have conducted our work on a corpus of 267,131 words covering several topics (economy, sport, religion...). We extracted from this corpus 20,247 bigrams. Clustering operation is schematized by the figure 3. On the same figure we can see excluded clusters (cluster #4, cluster #6, and cluster #8). It is interesting to note that the dispersed points (bigrams) the highest of Figure 3 represent the elements that the clustering algorithm could not classify and which are considered as noise. This unclassified set contains the largest concentration of collocations. This can be interpreted by the fact that collocations are kind of irregularities of the natural language [3] . Table I summarizes the obtained result. This approach aims to prune incompatible bigrams groups; its use has helped reducing the search space of 34.60%. This technique allows concluding also that the remaining 65.40% are consistent collocations candidates. V. CONCLUSIONS We realized during this work a method for overcoming a recurrent problem of natural language processing which is handling of large volumes of texts long regarded as an obstacle. The approach adopted opens the way for other methods of collocations extraction, such as the adoption of a POS filter [1] , which will further refine the result. The choice of basic measures is also discussed. We chose three measures satisfying an acceptable coverage of a corpus. Indeed, we chose to use the commonly used t test. We improve this choice by the likelihood ratio, sensitive to rare phenomena. Finally we called the mutual information measure which is firstly, not part of the hypothesis testing class; secondly it is sensitive to sparseness [1] .
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